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Full moon with fallen tree, by John Burrows DPAGB BPE2
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This week
Our guest speakers this week are Dave Tucker EFIAP, DPAGB, CPAGB, BPE3 and Angie
Tucker EFIAP/b, DPAGB, CPAGB, BPE3*with Pictures wot I like, a presentation of mainly
projected images and AVs. As you can see from the impressive selection of ‘letters’, both
Angie and Dave have successfully competed internationally and we will be in for a varied
and interesting evening. You can take a sneak peek at their work on their website.
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CrownGate exhibition
Your club needs you!
The current exhibition at CrownGate will be
changed on Wednesday 14 November. If
you wish to exhibit your photographs I will
be collecting them at the Tuesday Club
The old cobbler

Contemporary Group

nights up to 13th November. All members
are invited to take part. (If you want any
advice on printing/mounting, do ask!)

We meet on Thursday 1 November at
7.30 pm at the Royal British Legion,

Help on the day would also be greatly

Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.

appreciated (meet at 10.00).

All members are welcome. See page 2

Please see page 2 of 15 Oct edition of

for more on this week’s meeting.

Photonews for full details.

£2 inc refreshments. Bar also available.

Paul Mann
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Contemporary Photography Group
The Contemporary Group encourages us all to appreciate our own - and others’ work as themes develop. It also shows how an individual
image can generate much diverse discussion.
There is a satisfaction in having a few personal themes running concurrently, to which new works can be added as and when found. This
is separate from having one's own style, but is definitely part of the 'Photographer's Personal Input' We have many ideas to share and
new thoughts to appreciate, such as individual purpose and expression, as well as discussions on ‘How, or why, did you do that?'
Tessa's image is from her ongoing theme 'Empty'. It also explores the separate theme of the effect photographers have on the subject
being photographed. Clive's lyrical image 'Falling Towards Autumn' considers the 'season of change before the stasis of winter'.

We have two contrasting 'Outside Sources' this week. One, a series about Indian Official Administration, has a sense of truth and fun
whilst illustrating excessive bureaucracy. The other, 'Timescapes', shows the response of a 'walker', who photographs in a way that
describes his experience of 'walking motion'.
Do share your work,
whether complete or
'in progress', with us on
Thursday 1 November,
at our usual venue.

As a reminder, please have a maximum of ten images or prints as your principal discussion material. PDIs - please place these ten images into Folder 'A' with
your name attached. If you would like to show more, create a second folder labelled 'B' also with your name. This gives a 'main' and 'reserve' set for the
session. Should you wish to show an AV of modest length, please do so, (up to a n absolute maximum of 7 minutes).
Please let Clive know if you are contributing images (prints, PDI or AV). JPEGs with a maximum size of 1600(w) x 1200(h) pixels, please.

Tessa and Clive.
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Congratulations!
Martin and Geraldine were married at Malvern Registry Office on Saturday 27th October.
It was a lovely and very happy occasion attended by a small gathering of family and long-standing friends. I'm
certain that all WCC members will join me in wishing the couple every happiness and many golden years.
Clive

Be a part of the WCC community!
Have you explored all that WCC has to offer yet? Take a look at
the extensive website, both the public and members’ pages to
find out more about Google+, phototrips, Thursday groups (Digital,
Contemporary & AV), mentoring, Diplomas and more besides.
Do send in your news, views, pictures and celebrations for
Photonews!
Have you got photographic items for sale or are you looking for
something - send in your For Sale or Wanted ads…
Ruth
Clive Haynes FRPS

See what’s on Flipboard

Send in your headers…
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Introduce yourself…

Farewell
The funeral service for Harry will be taking place at
Worcester Crematorium on
Friday 2nd November at 2:30 pm.
All Club members will be welcome to attend.

RHB
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Titterstone Clee Phototrip
A dozen WCC members enjoyed a glorious autumn day upon this lofty hill surrounded by moorland, old quarry workings, a radar
installation and the scant remains of a Bronze Age hill-fort. Fierce sunlight made for some challenging conditions with some members
favouring infrared photography whist others enjoyed making in-camera multiple-exposures.

However there were plenty of

opportunities for traditional forms of photography, including those of landscape and texture. The outing also provided a very useful
opportunity for the less experienced members to ask questions and gain helpful advice. Everyone found subjects in this worn and used
landscape where ragged buildings crumble, concrete blocks sprout pieces of wire and sheep happily graze The broad and far-reaching
vista included Ludlow in the middle distance with tier upon tier of hazy hills rising towards the mountains of Wales.
After lunch we strolled to the quarry pool where the communications masts and geodesic 'golf-ball' domes for radar scanners rise above
the far rim of more old quarry workings. At the summit, near the onetime hill-fort, moorland sweeps towards the sci-fi-looking pylons
and domes. Our descent took us near the vertiginous edge of the quarry face, joining a level broad path past a row of stark rectangular
pillars for a few final photos before returning to the car-park.
Clive Haynes FRPS.
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Gill Haynes LRPS

Titterstone Clee
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Clive Haynes FRPS
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Malcolm Haynes

Keep well clear!

The abandoned buildings

The block

Titterstone Clee
Lord of the Dome
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Corona Canyon

Canyons - Martin Addison FRPS
Canyon de Chelly

Grand Canyon
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Canyon de Chelly

Dates for the diary

Competitions &
exhibitions

WCC Phototrips (members only)

Outdoor Photo of the Year 2018 Win 2 November 10 am Spetchley Gardens
Fujifilm cameras & lenses. Landscape, (waiting list only)
Lifestyle & Nature. Up to 3 images, free.
14 November Donna Nook - places available

Closes 31 December.

–------------------Wanderlust PoTY 2018 - win a trip & 22 November The Societies’ Roadshow,
Coventry.
commission (Macao, Hong Kong). 15 Nov.
Grey Seal pup: Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3

If you are thinking of aiming for a distinction why not book a place on one of these…

CEWE Inspiring Moments. Free to enter.

PAGB Advisory Workshops
Win a Fujifilm x100F camera and a UK City Saturday 3 & Sunday 4 November 2018 at The Old Schoolhouse, Oldbury B69 2AS.
Two one-day workshops are being held at the Smethwick Photographic Society meeting
Break. Deadline for entries: 11 November.
rooms. These workshops are intended for anyone who is considering applying for one of
Ocean art closes 30 November 2018. Fees.

the PAGB Awards for Photographic Merit in either Print or PDI.
The aim of the workshops is to provide an introduction to the requirements and standards

Bird POTY 2019 closes 30 Nov.Paid entry.

of work expected and participants will have an opportunity to have a sample of their work
viewed by experienced adjudicators and receive feedback to inform them if their work is

Lensculture Black and White Photography suitable to pursue an APM and which level may be appropriate.
£15 for those bringing images for advice and £10 for observers. There is a maximum of 30
Awards. Closes 30 October.
places available for participants on each day.
Bebington Salon (BPE). 14 November.

Tickets are now available on the MCPF website or from the APM Secretary, Alan Lovatt
telephone 01538 754060. More info on the website.

A suitably seasonal shot:-Skulls by Clive Haynes FRPS

Commercial
PhotoChallenges workshop day at Stokesay Castle with CarterArt and the PhotoSpace
A day of challenges and surprises, aimed at developing your photography style and skills. We have access to three floors of a wing of
Stokesay Court, that is not presently used, and the gardens and ponds of the house. We are not giving too much away in advance but be
assured that the challenges will stretch you to look and see and to think about different approaches to your photography.
It will be fun and rewarding, sometimes a bit scary, other times a hoot.
You do not need to be a technical wizard with your camera – the day is suitable for all from serious beginners to experienced
photographers. All you need is a camera, a tripod if you have one (we have spares) and a choice of lenses.
Stokesay Court, nr Ludlow, SY7 9BD, Sunday 18 November 2018, 10am-4pm, £90 per person
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